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Chapterr  VI : Analysis of Journal Publication 

Introductio n n 

Thiss chapter describes the analysis of the publication environment of the Self-
Organizationn of the European Information Society (SOEIS) research project. The 
publicationn dimension refers to the citation environment of the research project in 
19966 (the year prior to the project's inception), 1997, 1998, and 1999 (the years of the 
project),, and 2000 (the year immediately following the project's completion). Here, 
publicationss related to the SOEIS project are examined on both local and field levels 
andd are analyzed as Mode I processes of knowledge production. Publications are 
characterizedd by formal constraints upon their communication, from the grammar to 
thee typeset, and indicate a strong codification of discourse. These measures insure 
qualityy control. Indeed, nowhere is there a more salient example of mis codified mode 
off  communication than scientific journal literature. The SOEIS publication 
environmentt is assessed here to explain the secondary role of SOEIS participants, as 
academicss - to publish their findings; this is done in order to expand our 
understandingg of the role that specifically published print media has played in this 
processs of knowledge production. 

Thee journal publication analysis is best perceived in juxtaposition to the other 
analysess performed in this dissertation. The reader will recall that print 
communicationn (analyzed in Chapter IV) was linked with Mode I processes of 
knowledgee production. By contrast, electronic communication (analyzed in Chapter 
V)V) was defined as representative of a Mode II type of knowledge production. It serves 
uss here to redefine the relationship between Mode I and Mode II types of knowledge 
production,, particularly as they pertain to print and electronic media. While this 
definitionn served to provide distinct parameters around the textual analyses in 
previouss chapters, new challenges in appropriately describing this relationship arise 
whenn analyzing the dynamics of scientific publication. Unlike chemistry and physics 
journals,, for example, new techno-sciences like biotechnology and computer science 
doo not build on strong institutional frameworks of discipline formation normally 
identifiedd with Mode I types of knowledge production. In the techno-sciences 
differentt types of knowledge are recombined in varied multi-disciplinary foci, and 
appearr to be driven by both social and scientific problematics, not necessarily 
institutionall  frameworks. Thus, since publication is historically a Mode I type of 
knowledgee production it does make sense to correlate it with print, but given the new 
multi-disciplinaryy foci, it is important to understand that Mode II characteristics 
operatee in this academic publication environment as well. 

AA means of understanding this overlap is provided in Fujigaki & Leydesdorff (2000). 
Itt is argued that quality control is organized differently in the Mode II production of 
scientificc knowledge, and that differences between these modes can be understood 
throughh an examination of validation across boundaries. Indeed, the shift from Mode I 
too Mode II is largely argued in terms of changes to institutional parameters. 
Leydesdorfff  (forthcoming, 2003) argues that the criteria for quality control can 
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analyticallyy and reflexively be examined (the formal constraints imposed upon 
scientificc publication for example such as section headings, sentence structure, 
grammarr and typeset). These measures can be examined to understand the validation 
boundariess emerging from the differences between Mode I and Mode II knowledge 
production. . 

Similarr to the examination of the print and electronic communications in the previous 
twoo chapters, the SOEIS relevant publications are examined for their collective 
architecturall  parameters, networked properties, and identifiable systemic indicators. 
Thee publication environment is first examined for its architectural parameters, and 
thenn for its networked interrelationships with respect to co-authorship activity. 
Finally,, the positioning of SOEIS relevant publications is examined in relation to 
journall  horizons (as determined via the factorial structure of their aggregated mutual 
citations)) in order to discern evident validation boundaries to better understand the 
dynamicc interrelation of Mode I and Mode II types of knowledge production in the 
SOEISS project. The central results of this analysis will be revisited in Chapter VIII: 
IntegrationIntegration & Conclusions where the relevant results of the four analyses are 
integrated. . 

Researchh Focus 

Twoo aspects of the SOEIS publication dimension are outlined herein: the first focuses 
uponn those texts produced by SOEIS members and the articles they have cited. The 
second,, in turn, explores the pool of references produced by those papers which cite 
SOEISS relevant papers. Cited articles (and their publishing journals) are treated as 
eventsevents that compile and collectively form a pool of aggregated references - these are 
viewedd as the collective publication realm of SOEIS members. Citing articles, by 
contrast,, are viewed as indicators of how the SOEIS project and its environment have 
beenn integrated into the larger science system; this is achieved by examining the 
relationshipp between the citation environments. Journal-journal relationships relevant 
too the SOEIS communications were thereby identified, and their relationships 
examinedd over the five year span of the analysis (1996 - 2000). 

Byy specifying published articles as events surrounding the SOEIS project, a window 
betweenn the project and the system of scientific publication is obtained. The analysis 
aimss to determine the positions that these publications take with reference to the 
journall  literature; and more specifically, how these disciplinary positions change over 
thee five years of the analysis. The communication structure that exists at this level 
(academicc publication) yields a network architecture that remains independent of 
individuall  actions or motivations (as authors). That is not to say that individual's ideas 
andd foci do not change over the course of a research project, but rather that the 
publicationn an author may contribute will not necessarily register a dramatic change in 
thee communication structure since the mode of communication may reflect the 
embedded-nesss of the codification of their publications. The positioning of different 
publicationss in relation to the journal horizons enables the analyst to discern evident 
validationn boundaries. In this way the networks of journal communication that are 
relevantt to the SOEIS research group members were examined for change, thereby 
illustratingg disciplinary emphases their respective shifts in priority, as revealed by the 
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changess specified by journal-journal communications. The analysis thereby provides 
thiss study with a richer perspective of the role of the SOEIS project in the larger 
contextt of the science system. 

Researchh Questions &  Expectations 

Thee reader should understand publications here in the sense of events, in light of the 
perspectivess outlined in Chapter II:  Theoretical Grounding. As with the previous 
analyses,, the theoretical triad of Architecture - Network - System frames this analysis, 
therebyy providing means of integrating different analyses herein, and a basis for 
comparisonn with other results in the conclusions of this dissertation. Three research 
questionsquestions have been identified, corresponding with the three nodes of the theoretical 
triad.. These research questions and their central expectations are described below. 

First,, what are the architectural parameters of the SOEIS publication environment 
withwith respect to its Cited and Citing dimensions, and to what degree does their overlap 
revealreveal a cognitive bias; and further, can our understanding of the publication 
architecturearchitecture be enhanced by comparing the rates of co-authorship and national 
orientationorientation in the cited dimension? Here the parameters of the SOEIS publication 
environmentt are shown by calculating the frequency of publication activity for each 
year,, in both the cited and citing dimensions. It is expected that there will not be a 
highh number of SOEIS related publications from the cited dimension near the end of 
thee 5 year scope (1996 - 2000), since related publications would presumably be 
publishedd in years subsequent to the project. The analysis will reveal certain types of 
journalss used in both the cited and citing dimensions, and when compared they should 
provee to overlap considerably. It is expected that given the nature of the research 
group,, Policy and Informatics oriented journals should take precedence. This question 
iss informed by the Medium Theory notion of the information network, and aims to 
characterizee publication as central to academic network formation by emphasizing the 
interactivee nature of this mode of knowledge production. 

Second,, given the architecture found by comparing the cited and citing dimensions of 
thethe SOEIS publication environment, what networks of interrelationship between these 
dimensionsdimensions can be discerned by comparing the sum of most cited and most citing 
referencedreferenced journals? A key focus here is to illustrate how individual publications 
compilee and collectively form network architectures. A central concern is how these 
relationshipss change over time, and to what degree these dimensions are interrelated. 
Thee shared information network is highlighted by comparing the sum of most cited 
journalss and sum of most citing journals for their respective fluctuations in 
referencingg activity. 

Itt is expected that this analysis will reveal a cognitive overlap between the two with 
respectt to the similarity of journals operating in each dimension, thereby revealing a 
cognitivee overlap or similar disciplinary emphasis. If so, this will reveal a cohesion 
betweenn the two dimensions, and differences between them could then be interpreted 
ass deviations from this core. Fluctuations between cited and citing articles by year are 
thereforee interpreted as changes in the networked architecture of the SOEIS 
publicationn environment. The question is informed by Actor Network Theory and 
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outliness the network features of this interconnectivity as a product of collective 
action. . 

Finally,, using the relations among journals (as measured through the factorial 
structurestructure of their aggregated mutual citations) as the baseline1, can parallels be found 
inin journal-journal distributions over time in the Cited and Citing databases, thereby 
revealingrevealing changes at other levels of analysis? The survey is performed using 
ResearchResearch Policy and Scientometrics as the seed journals for the factor analysis, and 
thee subsequent factor loadings for each are then compared for each year (1996 to 
2000).. Both journals are important for the SOEIS project and have been identified (in 
thee following architectural and network oriented analyses) as the most central journals 
inn both the cited and citing dimensions. Given the relatively small scope of the SOEIS 
communicationss and its immediate neighbourhood, by comparing the publication 
datasetss for crucial changes in the disciplinary focus over the five year span of the 
study,, the relationships in the identified clusters of journals should provide a sense of 
changingg disciplinary development when compared with the field level of the SOEIS 
groupp as the baseline. 

Inn the context of the SOEIS, when compared for yearly development we expect to 
findfind that the two journals will have a unique relationship vis-a-vis each other. The 
changingg nature of the network structure of this relationship over the five years, as 
perceivedd using Research Policy and Scientometrics as the seed journals, will reveal 
thatt the SOEIS project was instrumental in binding otherwise disparate research foci. 
Self-Organizationn Theory informs the approach. 

Results s 

Architecture Architecture 
Thee hermeneutic units of analysis sought here are individual scientific publications 
andd their references. Two distinct databases were created in this initial stage of the 
analysis.. The first was the Cited, and it included all articles referred to by SOEIS 
memberss and associates over five years: 1996 through 2000. The second database was 
thee Citing, and it included all articles which in turn have referenced the SOEIS related 
paperss that comprise the first database; thus, the citing contains similar information to 
thee cited, but from the alternate perspective - who refers to the SOEIS related 
materials? ? 

Thee first step in the analysis of the publication dimension entailed a collection of all 
off  the publication information for the 15 core publishing members of the SOEIS 
researchh project (SOEIS-Core), as well as for the participants of the EuroCon-
Knowfloww mailing list (the original mailing list of the SOEIS) which also included 
thee core SOEIS group (SOEIS-AH). In all, some 74 names were collated, and their 
publicationn information for the years 1996 through to 2000 was collected from the 
ScienceScience Citation Index {SCI), the Social Science Citation Index [SSCI), and the Arts & 

11 See Studer & Chubin (1983) where the issue of using a baseline is raised, and Leydesdorff (1986) and 
Leydesdorfff  & Schaar (1987) for approaches which make use of the factorial structure of aggregated 
mutuall  citations as the baseline for analyzing the field level of scientific publication. 
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HumanitiesHumanities Index (A&HI). The publication data obtained from these sources was 
filteredd through the BibExcel and Dialogue programs.2 The procedure resulted in the 
formationn of a database that included all references cited by the SOEIS group in their 
publicationss over the five year time period, hereafter referred to as the Cited 
Database. . 

AA second step was then performed in which the SCI, SSCI and A&HI were queried for 
alll  articles which cited the entire SOEIS publication environment (not just the core 
members)) as established by the first database, and thereby created a second database. 
Thee second database is hereafter known as the Citing Database. In what follows is a 
descriptionn of the key results from the architecture analysis; detailed results showing 
thee variance of this publication data for both the cited and citing environments can be 
viewedd in Appendix C. 

Thee basic architectural parameters of both databases are shown below in Table 6.1: 
PublicationPublication Architecture. Note that the cited articles are differentiated between those 
publicationss made by the SOEIS - Core (15 publishing members), and then those that 
aree also written by the periphery group of the SOEIS research project (in total, 74 
memberss and associates)3. SOEIS Articles refers to all publications by both the 
projectt members and the periphery group, and citing articles refers to all publications 
whichh refer to SOEIS relatedd materials. 

Article ss (SOIES-Core) 
Article ss (SOIES-AH) 
Citin gg Article s 

1996 6 
6 6 
28 8 
22 2 

1997 7 
13 3 
30 0 
54 4 

1998 8 
5 5 
25 5 
32 2 

1999 9 
5 5 
30 0 
20 0 

2000 0 
12 2 
29 9 
8 8 

Total l 
41 1 
142 2 
136 6 

Tablee 6.1: Publication Architecture 

Itt was found that the total number of cited and citing articles for each year of the 
SOEISS shared a frequency between 20 and 40 articles, with die exception of the citing 
articless for 2000 in which only 8 publications referred to SOEIS relevant materials. 
Forr the cited articles the number of articles published in each year remained relatively 
consistent.. By contrast, the number of citing articles increased substantially in 1997 
andd gradually decreased in each year thereafter. Perhaps more interesting is the 
SOEIS-Coree distribution which shows high publication rates in 1997 and again in 
2000.. These initial observations suggest that the cited Articles of the whole SOEIS 
groupp substantially contributed to me relative journal publication literature over the 
yearss 1996-2000. 

Whilee the total number of citing and cited articles revealed basic information 
concerningg the architectural parameters of the SOEIS publication environment, a 
moree detailed look at the journal distribution shows the disciplinary emphases of the 
citedcited and citing dimensions, and thereby reveals more about the substance of the 

22 The BibExcel program written by Olle Persson assists in analysing bibliographic data by generating 
dataa files that can be exported to Excel. The Dialogue Program written by Loet Leydesdorff was 
adaptedd to tit the needs of this particular research project. 
33 For reference, the larger group of 74 was determined by drawing together the membership lists of the 
projectt mailing lists. This list of 74 individuals is also used in Chapter VII: Analysis of Mailing List 
Environment. Environment. 
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SOEISS publication communications. Below, Figure 6.1: Journals Cited in SOEIS 
ArticlesArticles and Figure 6.2: Journals in Citing Articles show the distribution of different 
journalss in each dimension, and reveals both to be oriented towards policy and 
informaticss oriented journals. 
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Figuree 6.1: Journals Cited in SOEIS Articles 

Figuree 6.2: Journals in Citing Articles 

Ass expected there was a Policy and Informatics bias found as evidenced by the most 
frequentlyy occurring journals; namely: Scientometrics and Research Policy, and by 
SocialSocial Science Informatics in the Journals in Citing articles. Next, we observed the 
countryy distribution for the SOEIS member and associates publications. Figure 6.3: 
SOEISSOEIS - All Publications by Country shows the most frequently published countries 
inn the SOEIS citation environment. 
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Figuree 6.3: SOE1S - All Publications by Country 

Itt was unexpected to find Spain as the most frequently published country as it was not 
onee of the six countries that directly participated in the SOEIS research project. Upon 
closerr inspection it proved to be due to an unusually high number of co-authors in the 
relativelyy few Spanish contributions. The Netherlands, England, Germany, Italy, and 
Switzerlandd all appear in Figure 6.3; all countries directly involved with the SOEIS 
aree represented, with the notable exception of Greece.4 The publications of the SOEIS 
coree were then compared on the basis of most frequently published country; these 
resultss are shown below in: Figure 6.4: SOEIS-Core Publications by Country. 
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Figuree 6.4: SOEIS- Core Publications by Country 

Thee core publications of the SOEIS members was heavily represented by the 
Netherlands,, and was trailed by the USA, England, Italy, France and finally 
Switzerland.. The USA and France are the only non-project countries here. It is 

44 This is not to say that there were no Greek publications during this period; electronic publications 
weree not included in this analysis as they are not included in the Web Of Science databases. 
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notablee that neither Germany nor Greece were identified as central publishing 
countriess for the SOEIS group, and that the publications from the USA and France 
claimedd priority over Switzerland (and England, in the case of the USA). 

Nextt the co-authorship distribution between the SOEIS group, and the SOEIS 
memberss proper was compared. A final means of understanding the architecture of 
thee publication environment of the SOEIS was obtained through the calculation of co-
authorshipp activity in the Cited database. Clearly, pursuing the co-authorship relations 
inn the Citing database would prove interesting for its overlap with the Cited database; 
however,, since the analysis is focused on the dynamics of the SOEIS communication 
systemm the co-authorship analysis was limited to just the articles cited by the SOEIS 
group.. Table 6.2: Co-authored Publications, below, shows differences between the 
SOEIS-Coree and the SOEIS-AU. 

Co-Authorshipss (SOEIS-Core) 
Co-Authorshipss (SOEIS-All) 

1996 6 
4 4 
13 3 

1997 7 
6 6 
14 4 

1998 8 
4 4 
12 2 

1999 9 
4 4 
21 1 

2000 0 
6 6 
16 6 

Total l 
24 4 
76 6 

Tablee 6.2: Co-authored Publications 

Thee rate of co-authored publications per year in the cited database remained 
consistentt with the rate of the overall publication in the cited architecture, with the 
exceptionn of 1999, as outlined above. The number of co-authorships between the 
peoplee in the SOEIS group was highest in 1999 and 2000. More generally, it was 
foundd that the co-authorships were proportionately higher in the SOEIS group than in 
thee SOEIS core. 

Network Network 
AA means of measuring the network parameters of the SOEIS publication environment 
wass then performed. Note the difference between the SOEIS - Core and SOEIS - All ; 
thee Cited references were obtained by searching the citations of the individual authors 
inn the SOEIS group and SOEIS core.5 The tabulated results are displayed below in 
TableTable 6.3: Total Cited & Citing References. 

Citedd References (SOEIS-Core) 
Citedd References (SOEIS-AU) 
Citin gg References 

19966 (%) 
2355 (21) 
7077 (22) 

893 3 

19977 (%) 
315(25) ) 
802(24) ) 

2440 0 

19988 (%) 
1388 (12) 
5355 (16) 

1004 4 

1999(%) ) 
92(5) ) 

6555 (20) 
570 0 

20000 (%) 
3400 (31) 
6011 (18) 

385 5 

Total l 
1120 0 
3300 0 
5292 2 

Tablee 6.3: Total Cited & Citing References 

Whenn the percentage ratio was compared between the cited references of SOEIS-Core 
andd SOEIS-AU, the core was to found fluctuate greatly over the five years, with a 
notablee dip in the 1998 and 1999 where the SOEIS members arguably spent more 
effortt on the project than on the publication of articles. By contrast, the cited 

55 The SCI, SSC1 and AH1 indexes were queried for the individual authors of the SOEIS group, and their 
citedd were references collated. It should be noted that in some cases we were unable to confirm if all 
publicationss identified with each respective name were attributable to that specific individual. All 
resultss found using the author names were used in the analysis. 
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referencess for the whole SOEIS group were found to remain relatively consistent over 
thee five years. 

Thee following three charts clearly illustrate the referencing preferences of the cited 
(whoo the SOEIS cited) and citing (who were citing SOEIS relevant publications) 
dimensionss of the SOEIS publication environment. We begin with the sum of the 
mostt frequently cited references by the SOEIS core: Figure 6.5: Sum of Most Cited 
ReferencedReferenced Journal Frequency (SOEIS-Core), then the sum of most frequently cited 
referencess of the whole SOEIS group: Figure 6.6: Sum of Most Cited Referenced 
JournalJournal Frequency (SOEIS-Alt), and finally the sum of most frequently citing 
references:: Figure 6.7: Sum of Most Citing Referenced Journal Frequency. 
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Figuree 6.5: Sum of Most Cited Referenced Journal Frequency (SOEIS-Core) 

Thee most cited journals referenced by the SOEIS-Core reflect the bias towards Policy 
andd Informatics Journals as described above. The top five most frequently occurring 
referencedd journals in the publication environment include Research Policy, 
Scientometrics,Scientometrics, The Journal of the American Society for Information Science, Social 
ScienceScience Informatics, and the Journal of Information Science, respectively. Of these 
topp five journals, the most frequently occurring {Research Policy) stands alone; that 
is,, without journals with which one would expect it to be clustered (such as Science 
PublicPublic Policy and Research Evaluation, for example). By contrast, Scientometrics 
sharess a relatively high frequency of being cited with those journals with which it is 
oftenn clustered (The Journal of the American Society for Information Science, Social 
ScienceScience Informatics, and the Journal of Information Science). Collectively these 
journalss suggest a cognitive bias of the SOIES-Core publication environment towards 
Policyy and Informatics, with an emphasis on the Social Sciences. Next, all articles 
referencedd by the SOEIS group and its associates were grouped and tabulated by 
journal.. Using the aggregate publication data for the five year period between 1996 
throughh 2000, a summation of the most cited referenced journal frequency was 
calculated.. The results are shown below in Figure 6.6: Sum of Most Cited Referenced 
JournalJournal Frequency (SOEIS-All). 
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Figuree 6.6: Si/m of Most Cited Referenced Journal Frequency (SOEIS-All) 

Similarr to the SOEIS-All, the SOEIS-Core sum of most cited referenced journal 
distributionn (shown above in Figure 6.6) reveals a cognitive bias towards policy and 
informaticss journals. Research Policy figures as the most frequently referenced 
journall  by the SOEIS group, closely flowed by Scientometrics. However, neither 
journall  is shown to cluster with similar journals as witnessed in the distribution for the 
SOEIS-Core. . 

Next,, all of those articles which referenced the SOEIS related publications (the citing 
articles)) were grouped and tabulated by journal. Using the aggregate publication data 
forr the five year period between 1996 through 2000, a summation of the most citing 
journall  frequency was calculated. Figure 6.7: Sum of Most Citing Referenced Journal 
Frequency,Frequency, below, shows the results. 
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Figuree 6.7: Sum of Most Citing Referenced Journal Frequency 

Thee sum of the most citing referenced journal frequency analysis identified 
ScientometricsScientometrics as the main journal authors use most frequently to cite SOEIS 
materials,, followed by Research Policy and Social Science Informatics. Similar to the 
resultss of the Most Cited Frequency analyses, described above, Research Policy 
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standss alone, without journals one would expect to be of similar citing frequency, 
suchh as Science Public Policy and Research Evaluation. Unlike the most cited 
analysis,, here in the most citing it is found that with the notable exception of Social 
ScienceScience Informatics, Scientometrics does not share high citation frequency rates with 
anyy of the journals with which it clustered in the cited analysis (the Journal of the 
AmericanAmerican Society for Information Science, Social Science Informatics, and the 
JournalJournal of Information Science). Similar to the cited analysis, when taken together 
thesee three most frequently occurring journals {Scientometrics, Research Policy, and 
SocialSocial Science Informatics) suggest a cognitive bias towards Informatics and Policy 
off  those who cite SOEIS related materials. 

Ass illustrated above, once die sums of most frequently occurring journals in both cited 
andd citing dimensions were compared, it was determined that Research Policy and 
ScientometricsScientometrics were the most crucial journals for the SOEIS publication environment. 
Thee network analysis has found that mere is a direction in the information flow 
evidentt here: the SOEIS group has been shown to predominantly cite Research 
Policy,Policy, while it is itself cited by articles in Scientometrics. It would appear that the 
SOEISS group uses Research Policy to be visible in the Scientometrics, or 'infometric', 
community.. In the following section: System, the publication environments of 
specificallyy these two journals on both the cited and citing dimensions are addressed. 
Thiss will aid an understanding of these environments with respect to which journals 
clusterr with Scientometrics and Research Policy, and more importantly how these 
journalss in turn appear to interact upon each other. The concern here is what happens 
att the interface between these journals, given their centrality to the SOEIS' citation 
environment. . 

System System 
Thee system oriented analysis entailed the aggregation of journal-journal citation data 
overr the years 1996 - 2000 using Research Policy and Scientometrics as the entrance 
journalss for the analysis. These two journals have been selected as the seed journals 
becausee they are the two with the highest sum of most cited and most citing journal 
frequencies,, as described above. A cut-off rate of 1% has been used of the total cited 
andd total citing of Research Policy, and a cut off rate of 0.5% for Scientometrics? The 
totall  is normalized over the journals contained in the Social Science Citation Index 
(SSCI).. Examined together, the cited and citing environments of these two journals 
reveall  the relevant relationships between these journals, and show the significance of 
changess in the disciplinary focus of the SOEIS group over the time dimension. 

Thee resulting factor loadings are described below and are graphically represented 
usingg multi-dimensional scaling plots in order to illustrate the significance of changes 
takingg place. The cited environment is examined as distinct from the citing. The cited 
database,, as the collective sum of the texts referenced by SOEIS members and the 
peripheryy group of researchers, refers to the systemic aspect of the SOEIS that 

66 Originally this research was performed using a cut-off rate of 1% for both Research Policy and 
Scientometrics.Scientometrics. It was determined that a more effective means of comparing these results would be to 
lowerr the cut-off threshold for Scientometrics since so few journals were revealed using the higher cut-
offf  rate. 
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remainss the stable variable: it is the structure or methodology of the system. By 
contrast,, the examination of the citing environment of both Research Policy and 
ScientometricsScientometrics (1996 to 2000), addresses the active, action oriented or applied part of 
thee system, thereby revealing its structural development in terms of journal patterns. 

Citedd Environment: 

ResearchResearch Policy and Scientometrics have been selected as the seed journals for the 
analysiss of the systemic dimensions of the SOEIS publication dimension precisely 
becausee they have both been identified as crucial to both the cited and citing 
environments.. It is important to explore the journal-journal relationships for each seed 
journall  in order to provide a basis for comparison. What concerns us here is the 
interfacee between these journals which we have identified as central to the operation 
off  the SOEIS publication dimension. In what follows I will first review the cited 
environmentt of both Research Policy and Scientometrics chronologically for the years 
19966 to 2000, and in the next section will address the citing environment for the same 
period.77 Commentary concerning the overlap of these two fields and their interface 
wil ll  be provided at the end of the section. 

CitedCited 1996 
Inn the Research Policy cited environment of 1996, Research Policy loaded with 
Scientometrics,Scientometrics, and appeared near to the Sociology, Regional Planning, and 
Traditionall  Management clusters. Scientometrics was also near Sociology, but 
appearedd closer to STS, Innovation, Research & Development, and Technological 
Managementt than Research Policy. There was also a notably significant Economics 
clusterr in the environment, though distant. The SOEIS referencing behaviour in 1996, 
att least in the context of Research Policy, exhibits an interesting link between 
ResearchResearch Policy and Scientometrics as they load together yet appear divided between 
certainn literatures given their positioning. 

Inn the Scientometrics cited environment for 1996, Scientometrics loaded with 
Informaticss Journals and appeared near to the STS, Information Science, and 
Educationn literatures, and near Research Policy which loaded with the Management 
cluster.. Similar to the cited environment of Research Policy for 1996, Economics and 
Sociologyy clusters were evident. Interestingly, Scientometrics and Research Policy 
clusteredd near each other - Research Policy loading with Management, and near the 
Economicss cluster. 

Thee factor analyses performed here are best perceived using multi-dimensional 
scalingg plots whereby the distances between relevant clusters can be visually 
approximated.. Only a selection of the results will be presented here to highlight the 
centrall  findings. Below, Figure 6.8: Research Policy Cited 1996 and Figure 6.9: 
ScientometricsScientometrics Cited 1996 reveal the approximated distances between journal clusters. 
Seee Appendices C-II and C-III  for larger versions of the plots displayed below, and 
forr the respective factor loadings of Research Policy and Scientometrics 1996 - 2000. 

77 For the full names of the abbreviated journals referred to in this analysis, see Appendix C-I. 
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Figuree 6.8: Research Policy Cited 1996 *  Figure 6.9: Scientometrics Cited 1996 ' 

CitedCited 1997 
Inn the Research Policy cited environment for 1997, Research Policy again loaded 
withh Scientometrics. Research Policy appeared near the Management and Innovation 
clusters,, whereas Scientometrics did not appear close to any other significant journal 
clusters.. As with the Cited environment for Research Policy in 1996, there was a 
significantt Economics cluster apparent here, and this time with a large Industrial 
Economicss cluster. Similarly, in the Scientometrics cited environment for 1997, 
ScientometricsScientometrics and Research Policy again loaded together, this time both with the 
Innovationn literature. Scientometrics appeared near the Information Society and STS 
clusters,, and again Research Policy appeared near economics. A psychology cluster 
wass also visible in the citation environment of this year, and was more closely 
associatedd with Research Policy. We find evidence of a pattern forming over these 
twoo years whereby Scientometrics is associated with the STS and Information Science 
Literature,, and Research Policy is associated with the Economics literature, and in the 
casee of the Research Policy environment, with the Management Literature. 

88 Research Policy - Cited 1996 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: ACAD MANAGE J; B: ADMIN SCI 
QUART,QUART, C: AMECONREV; D: AM J SOCIOL; E: CALIF MANAGE REV; F: ECON J; G: ENVIRON 
PLANNPLANN A; H: ENVIRON PLANN C; I: HARVARD BUS REV; J: IEEE T ENG MANAGE; K: IND 
MARKETMARKET MANAG; L: INT J TECHNOL MANAGE; M: J ECON LIT; N: J IND ECON; O: J INST 
THEORTHEOR ECON; P: J LAW ECON; Q: J POLIT ECON; R: J PROD INNOVAT MANAG; S: MANAGE 
SCI;SCI; T: R&D MANAGE; U: RAND J ECON; V: REG STUD; W: RES POLICY; X: RES TECHNOL 
MANAGE;MANAGE; Y: REV ECON STAT; Z: SCI TECHNOL HUM VAL; a: SCIENTOMETRICS; b: SLOAN 
MANAGEMANAGE REV; c: SMALL BUS ECON; d: SOC STUD SCI ; e: SOCIOL TRAV; f: SOZ WELT; g: 
STRATEGICSTRATEGIC MANAGE J; h: TECHNOL FORECAST SOC; i: WORLD DEV. 
99 Scientometrics - Cited 1996 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: AM ECON REV; B: AM J SOCIOL; 
C:: AM SOCIOL REV; D: ANNU REV SOCIOL; E: EVALUATION REV; F: HIGH EDUC; G: HUM 
COMMUNCOMMUN RES; H: IEEE T ENG MANAGE; I: INFORM PROCESS MANAG; J: INT FORUM 
INFORMINFORM DOC; K: J AM SOC INFORM SCI; L: J DOC; M: J ECON LIT; N: J INFORM SCI; O: 
LIBRLIBR TRENDS; P: MINERVA; Q: RES HIGH EDUC; R: RES POLICY; S: RES TECHNOL MANAGE; 
T:T: REV ECON; U: REV SAUDE PUBL; V: SCI TECHNOL HUM VAL; W: SCIENTIST; X: 
SCIENTOMETRICS;SCIENTOMETRICS; Y: SOC FORCES; Z: SOC SCI INFORM; a: SOC STUD SCI; b: TECHNOL 
FORECASTFORECAST SOC. 
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CitedCited 1998 
Inn the Research Policy cited environment for 1998, Research Policy again loaded 
withh the Management Literature, close to the Regional Planning cluster (as in 1996) 
andd with Business Studies and Organizational Management clusters. There was also a 
largee economics cluster again in 1998. Here Scientometrics loaded with Sociology, 
andd near the STS cluster (again). It would appear that in the Research Policy cited 
environmentt for 1998, Research Policy and Scientometrics moved further apart. 
However,, in the Scientometrics cited environment for 1998, the opposite was true. 
Here,, Scientometrics loaded with Library Sciences and appeared close to the 
Informationn Sciences which clustered with some Library Science journals. As before, 
ResearchResearch Policy loaded with the Management literature, but interestingly, this cluster 
nott only overlapped with STS, but both Economics and Psychology clusters were 
absentt from this environment. In the Scientometrics cited environment for 1998, 
ResearchResearch Policy and Scientometrics therefore appeared closer than ever. 

Figuree 6.10: Research Policy Cited 1998 " Figuree 6.11: Scientometrics Cited 1998 " 

100 Research Policy - Cited 1998 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: ADMIN SCI QUART; B: AM 
ECONECON REV; C: CALIF MANAGE REV; D: CAMBRIDGE J ECON; E: ECON J; F: ECONOMETR1CA; 
G:: ENVIRONPLANN A; H: HARVARD BUS REV; I: IEEE T ENG MANAGE; J: INTJIND ORGAN; 
K:: INT J TECHNOL MANAGE; L: J AM SOC INFORM SCI; M: J ECON BEHA V ORGAN; N: J 
ECONECON LIT; O: J INT BUS STUD; P: J POLIT ECON; Q: J PROD INNOVAT MANAG; R: MANAGE 
SCI;SCI; S: ORGAN STUD; T: POLICY STUD J;V:QJ ECON; V: R&D MANAGE; W: REG STUD; X 
RESRES ORGAN BEHAV; Y: RES POLICY; Z: REV ECON STAT; a: SCI TECHNOL HUM VAL; b 
SCIENTOMETRICS;SCIENTOMETRICS; c: SMALL BUS ECON; d: SOC STUD SCI; e: STRATEGIC MANAGE J; f: 
TECHNOLTECHNOL FORECAST SOC. 
111 Scientometrics - Cited 1998 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: ACAD MANAGE J; B: AM 
PSYCHOL;PSYCHOL; C: AMSOCIOL REV; D: ANNU REV INFORM SCI; E: CAMBRIDGE J ECON; F: IEEE T 
ENGENG MANAGE; G: INFORM PROCESS MANAG; H: INT FORUM INFORM DOC; I: J AM SOC 
INFORMINFORM SCI; J: J DOC; K: J INFORM SCI; L: KNOWL ORGAN; M: LIBR QUART; N: LIBR 
RESOURRESOUR TECH SER; O: LIBR TRENDS; P: LIBRI; Q: MINERVA; R: P ASIS ANNU MEET; S: R&D 
MANAGE;MANAGE; T: RES POLICY; U: RES TECHNOL MANAGE; V: SCI COMMUN; W: SCI TECHNOL 
HUMHUM VAL; X: SCIENTIST; Y: SCIENTOMETRICS; Z: SOC SCI INFORM; a: SOC STUD SCI; b: 
TURKTURK PSIKOL DERG 
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CitedCited 1999 
Inn the Research Policy cited environment for 1999 Research Policy loaded with 
Economicss journals, and appeared near the Innovation, Management, Economic 
Management,, Economics, and Regional Planning clusters. Scientometrics appears to 
bee of diminishing relevance to the Research Policy cited environment from 1996 to 
1999.. Again, precisely the opposite trend was identified in the Scientometrics cited 
environmentt for 1999, where Scientometrics loaded with the Sociology literature and 
appearedd very close to Research Policy (which loaded on a single factor). There was 
alsoo a significant Library and Information Sciences cluster here, as well as periphery 
STSS and Psychology clusters. The earlier observation is therefore reinforced - in the 
environmentt of Research Policy, Research Policy and Scientometrics appear to be 
driftingg apart, and in environment of Scientometrics, Research Policy and 
ScientometricsScientometrics come together. 

CitedCited 2000 
Inn the Research Policy cited environment for 2000, Research Policy loaded with the 
Researchh & Development literature, and Scientometrics with the Innovation literature. 
Interestingly,, these two clusters overlapped significantly; indeed, the Research & 
Developmentt cluster was encapsulated within the Innovation Management Literature 
clusterr suggesting that at the end of the five years under analysis, Research Policy and 
ScientometricsScientometrics began to move together. Also evident here were significant 
Management,, Industrial Management and Economics clusters. In the Scientometrics 
citedd environment for 2000, Scientometrics again loaded with Research Policy. 
ScientometricsScientometrics appeared near the STS and Information Sciences clusters (the latter 
noww without any Library Sciences). Research Policy again appeared more closely 
alignedd with the Economics and Sociology clusters, which is similar to its positioning 
inn 1996. 

i s s 

V=h V=h 

0 0 

Figuree 6.12: Research Policy Cited2000 Figuree 6.13: Scientometrics Cited2000 " 

122 Research Policy - Cited 2000 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: ACAD MANAGE J; B: ADMIN 
SCISCI QUART; C: AM ECON REV; D: CALIF MANAGE REV; E: ECON J; F: ECONOMETRICA; G: 
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Takenn together, the Research Policy and Scientometrics Cited environments for 1996 
throughh 2000 tell an interesting story. There are some remarkable changes over the 
yearss and this is most marked in the relationship between Research Policy and 
Scientometrics.Scientometrics. In the cited environment 1996-2000 for Research Policy\ we witness 
ScientometricsScientometrics and Research Policy progressively moving away from each other, with 
thee exception of 2000 where they appeared closer. In the cited environment 1996-
20000 for Scientometrics, however, we witness Scientometrics and Research Policy 
beginningg as disparate, and over the course of 5 years becoming closer. 

Withh respect to the changing nature of relationships between the journal clusters in 
eachh year, additional features of the SOEIS cited environment were identified. For 
example,, in the overall cited environment of Research Policy, we saw the STS 
literaturee just barely hanging in with appearances in 1996 and again in 1998. 
Economicss and Management literature appeared to be the stable features of the cited 
environmentt for Research Policy. And despite not featuring in 1997, the Innovation 
literaturee appears to become more central. By contrast, in the overall cited 
environmentt of Scientometrics, the STS literature, Information Sciences (which are 
notablyy Library Information Sciences in 1998 and 1999), and Economics appear to be 
thee stable features in this environment. The more volatile features of this environment 
includee Education (which appeared only in 1996), Sociology (which appeared in 
1996,, 1998 and again in 2000), and Psychology (which appeared only in 1997 and 
1999). . 

Itt would seem that the SOEIS project itself appears to be positioned precisely in the 
middlee of these developments between Research Policy and Scientometrics. On the 
sidee of Research Policy we witness a general move away from Scientometrics in 1996 
throughh 1999, only to shift back again in 2000. The dynamics here suggest that this 
shiftt may be related to the increasing role of the Innovation literature on the side of 
ResearchResearch Policy. On the side of Scientometrics it is clear that Scientometrics and 
ResearchResearch Policy grew closer over the years; however, note that the Research Policy I 
Managementt cluster relationship is evident in 1996 and again in 1998. In 1998, where 
Managementt and Research Policy overlapped considerably with the STS literature, it 
iss clear that the relationship between Scientometrics and Research Policy was stronger 
thann before. 

HARVARDHARVARD BUS REV; H: IEEE T ENG MANAGE; I: INTJOPER PROD MAN; J: INT J TECHNOL 
MANAGE;MANAGE; K: J ECON BEHA V ORGAN; L: J ECON LIT; M: JIND ECON; N: J POUT ECON; O: J 
PRODPROD INNOVAT MAN AG; P: MANAGE SCI; Q: ORGAN STUD; K:QJ ECON; S: R&D MANAGE; 
T:: RAND J ECON; U: REG STUD; V: RES POLICY; W; REV ECON STAT; X: SCIENTOMETRICS; 
Y:: SMALL BUS ECON; Z: STRATEGIC MANAGE J. 
133 Scientometrics - Cited 2000 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: AM ECON REV; B: AMJSOCIOL; 
C:: AMSOCIOL REV; D: DRUSISTRAZ; E: HUM COMMUN RES; F: INFORM PROCESS MAN AG; 
G:: INTERLEND DOC SUPPLY; H: J AM SOC INFORM SCI; I: J J DOC; J: J ECON LIT; K: J INFORM 
SCI;SCI; U J OPER RES SOC; M: PUBLIC OPIN QUART; N: RES POLICY; O: SCI TECHNOL HUM 
VAL;VAL; P: SCIENTOMETRICS; Q: SOC STUD SCI. 
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Citin gg Environment: 

CitingCiting 1996 
Inn the Research Policy citing environment for 1996, Research Policy loaded with a 
Sociologyy journal {Sociologie Du Travail), as does Scientometrics {American Journal 
ofof Sociology). Similar to the cited environment of Research Policy, the citing 
environmentt has significant Management, Economics and Regional Planning 
literatures.. Here Scientometrics remained distant from Research Policy and appeared 
nearr the STS cluster. In the Scientometrics citing environment for 1996, 
ScientometricsScientometrics loaded with the Journal of Documentation and appeared near the 
Informationn Science cluster. Here Research Policy loaded with the Management 
literaturee and appeared near to the Economics, Sociology and Education literatures. 
STSS was present in the Scientometrics environment, but appeared more distant than 
expected.. Finally, Minerva loaded here on a single factor and was positioned in 
betweenn Scientometrics and Research Policy; this latter observation suggests that in 
19966 the Scientometrics citing environment appears to be divided into two camps with 
ScientometricsScientometrics near Information Science, and Research Policy near Economics, 
Sociologyy and Education - Minerva remains precisely on the cusp between these two 
camps. . 
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Figuree 6.14: Research Policy Citing 1996 Figuree 6.15: Scientometrics Citing 1996 '5 

144 Research Policy - Citing 1996 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: ACAD MANAGE J; B: ADMIN 
SCISCI QUART; C: AM ECON REV; D: AM J SOCIOL; E: CALIF MANAGE REV; F: ECON J; G: 
ENVIRONENVIRON PLANN A; H: ENVIRONPLANN C; I: HARVARD BUS REV; J: IEEE T ENG MANAGE; K: 
INDIND MARKET MANAG; L: INT J TECHNOL MANAGE; M: J ECONLIT; N: JIND ECON; O: J INST 
THEORTHEOR ECON; P: J LAW ECON; Q: J POLIT ECON; R: J PROD INNOVAT MANAG; S: MANAGE 
SCI;SCI; T: R&D MANAGE; U: RAND J ECON; V: REG STUD; W: RES POLICY; X: RES TECHNOL 
MANAGE;MANAGE; Y: REV ECON STAT; Z: SCI TECHNOL HUM VAL; a: SCIENTOMETRICS; b: SLOAN 
MANAGEMANAGE REV; c: SMALL BUS ECON; d: SOC STUD SCI ; e: SOCIOL TRAV; f: SOZ WELT; g: 
STRATEGICSTRATEGIC MANAGE J; h: TECHNOL FORECAST SOC; i: WORLD DEV. 
155 Scientometrics - Citing 1996 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: AM ECON REV; B: AM J 
SOCIOL;SOCIOL; C: AM SOCIOL REV; D: ANNU REV SOCIOL; E: EVALUATION REV; F: HIGH EDUC; G: 
HUMHUM COMMUN RES; H: IEEE T ENG MANAGE; I: INFORM PROCESS MANAG; J: INT FORUM 
INFORMINFORM DOC; K: J AM SOC INFORM SCI; L: J DOC; M: J ECON LIT; N: J INFORM SCI; O: 
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CitingCiting 1997 
Inn the Research Policy citing environment for 1997, Research Policy loaded with 
Economicss literature and near another Economics Cluster. A Management cluster and 
ann Industrial Economics cluster were also evident here, while Scientometrics loaded 
onn its own factor and was not positioned near any significant clusters. This 
observationn confirms the results of the Research Policy cited environment, which 
revealedd that Research Policy and Scientometrics were not tightly coupled. However, 
inn the Scientometrics citing environment for 1997, Scientometrics loaded with 
ResearchResearch Policy; again, this reinforces the results found in the previous section. In 
thiss environment Scientometrics appeared near the Information Science and STS 
clusters,, whereas Research Policy appeared near Psychology and Economics clusters. 

CitingCiting 1998 
Inn the Research Policy citing environment for 1998, Research Policy loaded with the 
Managementt literature which overlapped with the Organizational Studies and 
Innovationn clusters. There were also notable Business, Economics and Regional 
Planningg clusters here, yet the latter two were not nearby to either Scientometrics or 
ResearchResearch Policy. Scientometrics and STS were closely coupled yet far from the other 
clusters.. In the Scientometrics citing environment for 1998, Scientometrics loaded on 
itss factor and appeared near Information Science and Library Science clusters (the 
laterr encapsulating the former), and near Sociology. Here Research Policy loaded 
withh Minerva in a R&D Management cluster which also overlapped with another 
Managementt cluster. Interestingly, STS appeared farther from Scientometrics than 
ResearchResearch Policy. The citing environment of Scientometrics appears to illustrate an 
increasingg relationship between the Research Policy I Management camp, and clusters 
oftenn associated with the Scientometrics camp such as STS and Sociology. 
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Figuree 6.16: Research Policy Citing 1998 " Figuree 6.17: Scientometrics Citing 1998 

LIBRLIBR TRENDS; P: MINERVA; Q: RES HIGH EDUC; R: RES POLICY; S: RES TECHNOL MANAGE; 
T:: REV ECON; U: REV SAUDE PUBL; V: SCI TECHNOL HUM VAL; W: SCIENTIST; X: 
SCIENTOMETRICS;SCIENTOMETRICS; Y: SOC FORCES; Z: SOC SCI INFORM; a: SOC STUD SCI; b: TECHNOL 
FORECASTFORECAST SOC. 
166 Research Policy - Citing 1998 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: ADMIN SCI QUART; B: AM 
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CitingCiting 1999 
Inn the Research Policy citing environment for 1999, Research Policy loaded with 
TechnologicalTechnological Forecasting & Social Change, and nearby the Management, 
Innovationn Management, and Business Management clusters. Both Economics and 
Environmentall  Planning clusters were evident but far from both Research Policy and 
Scientometrics.Scientometrics. Scientometrics loaded in an Informatics cluster, near the STS cluster. 
Inn the Scientometrics citing environment for 1999, Scientometrics and Research 
PolicyPolicy load together. Again, Scientometrics appeared close to the Library & 
Informationn Sciences cluster. Research Policy appeared close to the STS, Sociology, 
andd Psychology clusters, and near Minerva. This distribution reflects the citing 
environmentt of Scientometrics in 1996, where Minerva also loaded on a single factor 
positionedd between Scientometrics and Research Policy. These two camps are 
reinforcedd here where Scientometrics coupled with Library Information Sciences, and 
ResearchResearch Policy with Sociology, Psychology and STS. 

CitingCiting 2000 
Inn the Research Policy citing environment for 1999, Research Policy loaded in its 
ownn factor, as does Scientometrics. Research Policy appeared relatively near the 
Managementt and Innovation Management clusters. There was also a notable 
Economicss cluster again in this environment. As with the citing environments of 
ResearchResearch Policy in 1996 through 1999, in 2000 we again witness an apparent divide 
betweenn Research Policy and Scientometrics. In the Scientometrics citing 
environmentt for 1999, Scientometrics loaded with Research Policy. As usual, 
ScientometricsScientometrics appeared close to the Information Sciences (forming one camp), and 
ResearchResearch Policy appeared near the STS, Sociology, and Economics clusters (thereby 
formingg another). 

ECONECON REV; C: CALIF MANAGE REV; D: CAMBRIDGE J ECON; E: ECON J; F: ECONOMETRICA; 
G:: ENVIRON PLANN A; H: HARVARD BUS REV; I: IEEE TENG MANAGE; J: INTJIND ORGAN; 
K:: INT J TECHNOL MANAGE; L: J AM SOC INFORM SCI; M: J ECON BEHAV ORGAN; N: J 
ECONECON LIT; O: J INT BUS STUD; P: J POLIT ECON; Q: J PROD INNOVAT MAN AG; R: MANAGE 
SCI;SCI; S: ORGAN STUD; T: POLICY STUD J; U: Q J ECON; V: R&D MANAGE; W: REG STUD; X: 
RESRES ORGAN BEHAV; Y: RES POLICY; Z: REV ECON STAT; a: SCI TECHNOL HUM VAL; b: 
SCIENTOMETRICS;SCIENTOMETRICS; c: SMALL BUS ECON; d: SOC STUD SCI; e: STRATEGIC MANAGE J; f: 
TECHNOLTECHNOL FORECAST SOC. 
177 Scientometrics - Citing 1998 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: ACAD MANAGE J; B: AM 
PSYCHOL;PSYCHOL; C: AMSOCIOL REV; D: ANNU REV INFORM SCI; E: CAMBRIDGE J ECON; F: IEEE T 
ENGENG MANAGE; G: INFORM PROCESS MANAG; H: INT FORUM INFORM DOC; I: J AM SOC 
INFORMINFORM SCI; J: J DOC; K: J INFORM SCI; L: KNOWL ORGAN; M: LIBR QUART; N: LIBR 
RESOURRESOUR TECH SER; O: LIBR TRENDS; P: LIBR1; Q: MINERVA; R: PASISANNU MEET; S: R&D 
MANAGE;MANAGE; T: RES POLICY; U: RES TECHNOL MANAGE; V: SCI COMMUN; W: SCI TECHNOL 
HUMHUM VAL; X: SCIENTIST; Y: SCIENTOMETRICS; Z: SOC SCI INFORM; a: SOC STUD SCI; b: 
TURKTURK PSIKOL DERG 
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Figuree 6.18: Research Policy Citing 2000 Figuree 6.19: Scientometrics Citing 2000 

Thee Research Policy and Scientometrics citing environments for the years 1996 
throughh to 2000 were similar in their overall distribution to the Research Policy and 
ScientometricsScientometrics cited environments of the same period. On the side of Research Policy 
wee again observe that Research Policy and Scientometrics do not couple closely. 
Whilee in the cited dimension the two journals loaded in the same factor in 1996, and 
appearedd to grow slightly closer in 2000, in the citing environment of Research 
Policy,Policy, Scientometrics and Research Policy never load in the same factor. However, 
thee opposite appeared true for both the cited and citing environments of 
ScientometricsScientometrics in 1996 - 2000. In these cases, Research Policy and Scientometrics 
loadedd together in 1997, 1999, and 2000, thereby suggesting a closer linkage between 
thee two in this environment. 

Severall  interesting observations can also be made with respect to the types of journal 
clusterss which tended to side with either Research Policy or Scientometrics. In the 
casee of the total citing environment of Research Policy 1996 - 2000, Management, 
Economicss and Regional Planning clusters always appeared, while others more 
sporadically.. The STS cluster only appeared in 1996 and 1998 and in both 
occurrences,, rather marginally; other sporadic appearances include Industrial 
Economicss (1997), and Sociology (1996). The Innovation Management literature 

188 Research Policy - Citing 2000 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: ACAD MANAGE J; B: ADMIN 
SCISCI QUART; C: AM ECON REV; D: CALIF MANAGE REV; E: ECON J; F: ECONOMETRICA; G: 
HARVARDHARVARD BUS REV; H: IEEE T ENG MANAGE; I: INT J OPER PROD MAN; J: INT J TECHNOL 
MANMAN A GE; K: J ECON BEHA V ORGAN; L: J ECON LIT; M: JIND ECON; N: J POLIT ECON; O: J 
PRODPROD INNOVAT MANAG; P: MANAGE SCI; Q: ORGAN STUD; R: Q J ECON; S: R&D MANAGE; 
T:: RAND J ECON; U: REG STUD; V: RES POLICY; W: REV ECON STAT; X: SCIENTOMETRICS; 
Y:: SMALL BUS ECON; Z: STRATEGIC MANAGE J. 
199 Scientometrics - Citing 2000 - Abbreviation / Journal Name: A: AM ECON REV; B: AM J 
SOCIOL;SOCIOL; C: AM SOCIOL REV; D: DRUSISTRAZ; E: HUM COMMUN RES; F: INFORM PROCESS 
MANAG;MANAG; G: INTERLEND DOC SUPPLY; H: JAMSOC INFORM SCI; I: J DOC; J: J ECON LIT; K: J 
INFORMINFORM SCI; L: J OPER RES SOC; M: PUBLIC OPIN QUART; N: RES POLICY; O: SCI TECHNOL 
HUMHUM VAL; P: SCIENTOMETRICS; Q: SOC STUD SCI. 
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appearedd to increase over the years 1998, 1999, and 2000, thereby suggesting an 
increasingg activity in this domain. Similar findings were identified in the Research 
PolicyPolicy cited environment, described above. In the case of the total citing environment 
off  Scientometrics from 1996 through 2000, both STS and Information Sciences were 
alwayss present, the latter sometimes occurring with the Library Sciences (1998, 
1999).. Sociology figured in every year with the exception of 1997, and Psychology 
onlyy appeared in 1997 and 1999. 

Inn general, it can be argued that the cited and citing environments for Research Policy 
andd Scientometrics appear rather similar from the period 1996 - 2000. On the side of 
ResearchResearch Policy, Scientometrics and Research Policy appeared to grow apart (with 
thee one exception of an apparent close proximity between the two in the cited 
environmentt 2000). On the side of Scientometrics, the two journals appear to get 
closer.. One possible catalyst for this is evidenced by the appearance of the Innovation 
literaturee in the Research Policy cited environment (in all years except 1997) and 
ResearchResearch Policy citing environment (in increasing frequency from 1998 through 
2000).. Overall, it would seem that Scientometrics cites Research Policy in an effort to 
authenticatee the policy relevance of scientometric research; Research Policy is where 
scientometricc research (as the context of application) is used and thereby legitimized, 
thiss reveals a one way publication flow. 

Summary y 

Thee analysis of SOEIS related scientific publications, as the third of four empirical 
analysess that employ the theoretical triad of Architecture - Network - System through 
whichh the analyses are performed and interpreted, has shown Journal Publication to 
bee an integral component of the SOEIS research project. As with the two previous 
analyses,, three research questions were posed in tandem with the different expected 
resultss of each the respective analysis. The theoretical triad was employed in such a 
wayy as to enable a comparison between this analysis and the other analyses in Part III 
—— Reflection. 

Thee architectural parameters of the SOEIS Journal Publication domain were presented 
heree as having two distinct environments: a cited environment which comprised the 
referencingg behaviour of the SOEIS core and associate members, and a citing 
environmentt which comprised the body of articles and references which cited SOEIS 
relevantt materials. The publication dimension was shown to have architectural 
propertiess in the Medium Theory sense of the term information network. Scientific 
publicationn was shown to operate as a unique mediated environment defined by a 
particularr architecture. 

Itt was asked: what are the architectural parameters of the SOEIS publication 
environmentt with respect to its Cited and Citing dimensions, and to what degree does 
theirr overlap reveal a cognitive bias? The publication activity in the cited and citing 
dimensionss proved to be strongly represented by Scientometrics and Research Policy, 
confirmingg our expectations that the SOEIS would be to be cognitively oriented 
towardd policy and informatics oriented journals in this respect. A secondary question 
wass also addressed here, concerning the ability to enhance our understanding of the 
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publicationn architecture by comparing the national orientation of the cited dimension, 
andd rates of co-authorship. As expected, when analyzed for journal distribution by 
countryy the national dimensions revealed a European bias. It was unexpected that 
Spainn would prove to be the most productive country in the context of the SOEIS; it 
wass later understood to be a byproduct of a high number of co-authors in the 
relativelyy few Spanish publications. Finally, the rate of coauthored publication was 
shownn to be relatively consistent, and the SOEIS-AH was shown to be more 
productivee than the SOEIS-Core. 

Thee network analysis asked what networks of interrelationships could be found 
betweenn the sum of most cited and most citing journals, given the results of the 
architecturee analysis. It was expected here that, as with the micro cited and citing 
dimensions,, the sum of most cited and sum of most citing would prove to be Policy 
andd Informatics oriented. This was confirmed, as both Scientometrics and Research 
PolicyPolicy were found to occur most frequently. The orientation of the SOEIS related 
publicationss has been identified as to exhibit a unidirectional relationship: Research 
PolicyPolicy was shown to be very important to Scientometrics; Scientometrics has less 
influencee upon the citation environment of Research Policy. 

Thee systemic networks obtained from the Journal Publication analyses using 
ScientometricsScientometrics and Research Policy as the seed journals for the analysis, has revealed 
ann interconnectivity over the five years of the analysis that has reinforced the science 
systemm relevant to the SOEIS project. It was asked whether using the relations among 
journalss (as measured through the factorial structure of their aggregated mutual 
citations)) as the baseline, could find parallels between Scientometrics and Research 
PolicyPolicy with respect to its journal-journal distributions in the cited and citing 
databases.. By comparing the years 1996 through 2000, an evolving interconnectivity 
wass located. It was expected that the relationships between the identified clusters of 
journalss would provide a sense of the changing disciplinary emphases evident in the 
sciencee system during the course of the project, when compared with the field level of 
thee SOEIS publications as a baseline. Research Policy and Scientometrics were shown 
too have a unique relationship vis-a-vis each other. The cited and citing environments 
ofof Research Policy and Scientometrics proved to overlap considerably. On the side of 
ResearchResearch Policy, Scientometrics and Research Policy appeared to move apart with the 
exceptionn of the year 2000. By contrast, on the side of Scientometrics the two journals 
weree observed to converge over the five year time period. It was concluded that a 
probablee catalyst for this phenomenon was the emergence of a strong Innovation 
literaturee in the Research Policy Cited and Citing environments. Scientometrics was 
shownn to cite Research Policy to authenticate its policy relevance, and Research 
PolicyPolicy was identified as the place where scientometric research as the context of 
applicationn was used and legitimized. 

Inn the following chapter the results of the final empirical analysis of this study are 
reviewed.. Using the framework produced through theoretical triad of Architecture -
NetworkNetwork - System the analysis assessed the potential of internet mailing lists to 
enhancee networked communication. Again, Chapter VIII:  Integration & Conclusions 
wil ll  review the conclusions of the four distinct analyses of this study, using the 
theoreticall  triad as the shared reference. 
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